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CHANGE THE WAY
THE WORLD DEFINES
AND VIEWS DISABILITY
2020 SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

LET’S REWRITE THE SCRIPT
Thanks to the widespread support from the entertainment industry, the Easterseals Disability Film Challenge,
and the films produced through the competition, are literally changing public perception about inclusion and
the way the world views and defines people with disabilities. What’s more, the Challenge has become an essential Hollywood event to help inspire diverse, rich and authentic filmmaking and advance careers in entertainment. In turn, talent scouts, directors, producers and entertainment companies rely on the Challenge to recruit
qualified, but underrepresented talent – in front of and behind the camera. With a 10 million plus audience, films
from the challenge both entertain and work to change hearts and minds, tackling stigmas and ultimately leading
to a more inclusive and accepting society.

“Participating in the film challenge is changing my life,
and I could not be more appreciative.”
Emily Hopper was the star of the 2019 winner for Best Film, Parents, Inc.
Through her work in the film, Emily caught the attention of renowned
casting director, Allison Jones, for an original Netflix film directed by
Emmy Award-winnner, Amy Poehler. Emily auditioned and booked the
role, and can be seen in the upcoming film on Netflix. Emily thanks the
film challenge for the exposure it gave her and the springboard it offered
to launch her career.

EASTERSEALS DISABILITY FILM CHALLENGE
This film challenge is a weekend-long filmmaking competition, open to
all. The only requirement is that at least one participant on every team
must have a disability. Teams have 55 hours to create and produce a
short film (2-5 minutes in length). Challenge winners receive invaluable
access to entertainment professionals, opening the door to an industry
notoriously difficult to enter. This includes impactful mentorship meetings with high-level executives and other valuable prize packages including Adobe Software, Dell Computers, industry memberships and more.
The Challenge provides a creative outlet to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give new voices a platform to share authentic stories
Increase the volume of shared stories
Showcase disability in its many forms
Applaud those who are doing the best work
Bring tangible employment opportunities to people
with disabilities
Advance disability inclusion and representation,
connecting to diverse audiences

WIDENING THE LENS ON INCLUSION
People with disabilities make up the largest minority population. But while 61 million Americans have
a disability, this community is vastly underrepresented across entertainment and media, with too few
opportunities afforded in front of or behind the camera. Less than 3% of on-screen speaking roles are given
to people with disabilities.
We all know disability inclusion is the right thing to do, but it also makes good business sense. People
with disabilities have a buying power of more than $22 billion. According to a recent study reported in Fast
Company, companies that offer the most inclusive working environment for employees with disabilities
outperformed their competitors.

“It (my role on Loudermilk) would not have happened if it weren’t for
the connections the Easterseals Disability Film Challenge provided.
It has brought me more opportunity and exposure than I could have
ever asked for. I am so grateful!”
Sofiya Cheyenne credits the Easterseals Disability Film Challenge for leading
to her first recurring role on TV. Now in its third season, she continues her role
as Louise on the hit comedy Loudermilk. A long-time participant, it was her 2018
film challenge submission, You’re Up, that caught the attention of Oscar-winning Director Peter Farrelly for the role. At the time, he was searching for the
right actress for the role, so he viewed all of the film challenge shorts to assist
him in his search. After auditioning multiple actresses, it was clear Cheyenne
was the perfect fit.

2020 SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS
Website Recognition
• Easterseals Disability Film Challenge (EDFC) website
• Easterseals Southern California website
Marketing and Press Materials
• Inclusion in all EDFC Press Materials
• Shoutout in EDFC Social Media Posts
• Shoutout in ESSC Social Media Posts
• Inclusion in ESSC Email Newsletter
Film Challenge
• Opportunity for one organization member to participate as
official 2020 judge
• Naming rights to one award category
• Best Film
• Best Filmmaker
• Best Actor
• Best Awareness Campaign
Awards Event (May 7, 2020)
• Speaking role at red carpet event
• Logo recognition on event signage (step-and-repeat & on-stage)
• On-stage acknowledgement by Nic Novicki/Easterseals
Leadership
• Name/logo inclusion in printed program
• Reserved seating
• Meet and greet with mentors/winners
• Opportunity to host VIP Reception
• Gifting opportunity for film challenge participants or winners
• Walk red carpet at Awards Event
First Right of Refusal for 2021
Opportunities for additional engagement at Sundance,
NewFilmmakers LA and HollyShorts
Reserved Seats at 2020 Media Access Awards

$50K GIFT $25K GIFT $10K GIFT
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With your help, we are breaking down stigmas and making certain that people with disabilities are
afforded equal opportunity to work in the entertainment industry. Through this lens, together we’re giving
voice to the most under represented minority group, and yet it is the largest.
Ultimately, our work together leads to enriched storytelling, giving a deeper dimension to how we see
ourselves, how we understand and empathize with other people and connect with a growing and diverse
audience.
Let’s create a customized partnership to match your business objectives.
Easterseals Disability Film Challenge is a key initiative, and part of a broader Easterseals strategy to support
the entertainment industry’s commitment to advancing inclusion.
KEY INITIATIVES

Presented by Easterseals

ENTERTAINMENT PARTNERSHIPS

MEDIA PARTNERS

FILM CHALLENGE SPONSORS

2020 KEY DATES
Saturday, January 25 Registration Opens from Sundance
Film Festival
Friday, April 3 - Sunday April 5 2020 Film Challenge
Friday, May 1 Announcement of Finalists at Bentonville
Film Festival
Saturday, May 2 Finalist Films Shown at New Filmmakers
LA Disability Film Festival
Thursday, May 7 Awards Reception Event, Sony Pictures

Left to Right: Carl Hansen, Phil Lord,
Chris Miller, Nic Novicki

Take Action!
Contact Nancy Weintraub
Chief Development Officer
Easterseals Southern California
Nancy.Weintraub@essc.org
714-834-1111, ext 5013

disabilityfilmchallenge.com

